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“Vazamento” - Jean-François Krebs!!
6 january 2018; 6 pm - 10.30 pm 
Tomaz Hipólito Studio 
R. Afonso Annes Penedo 50, Lisbon !
“Vazamento” is the result of a three-months residency 
by Jean-Francois Krebs, the first artist resident of 
Artistic Lodging*, and a step further on his research 
towards liquidity, skin, body and space. In this one-
night event, two installations were conceived for the 
space, addressing the old warehouse. Moreover, JFK 
finds through his work possible ways to move beyond 
the conventional conception of the exhibition, 
embodying the idea of a permanent laboratory. 
It’s not a coincidence that we see these pieces by 
night, they were all produced before dawn conferring to 
the space a particular scenario where the light 
enhances the dramatic set-up that makes scars visible. 
The artist creates, unconsciously and physically, the 
sensation that we have to cross a corridor and, either 
we can be blinded by light and deceived by 
transparency or, if not careful, swallowed up by a dark 
solitude. 
An occupied warehouse that invokes a space for a 
ritual encounter with, not just the past, but the 
present. Ultimately, a groundbreaking look to our inner-
selves, to our deepest fantasies, illusions and 
disappointments. !
* The Artistic Lodging is an artists' residency program in Tomaz 
Hipólito Studio launched in October 2017. !
Curator: Carolina Trigueiros !!
Jean-François Krebs (FR)!
Jean-François Krebs is an artist, poet and is trained as 
a landscape architect. He studied in Edinburgh College 
of Art, in Ecole Nationale Supérieure du Paysage de 
Versailles, and in Ecole d’Horticulture du Breuil in Paris. 
He did the Maumaus independent study program in 
2017, and is about to go to Malmö Art Academy in 
Sweden. In 2016 he received the Creativity Award for 
the Drag Queen poetry Night he co-organised and 
performed in the Scottish Poetry Library. He was part of 
the Hidden Door Festival and the Black Cube 
Collective annual show the same year, and performed 
in several places during the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. 
In 2017 he did the Arteles residency in Finland, and 
has been the first resident of the TH Studio in Lisbon. !
Upcoming exhibitions: Désirer un coin de soi-même 
inconnu, Galerie du Granit, Belfort, France (13th 
January to 27th March 2018); Le Grand Monnayage, 
8ème Biennale Internationale d'Art Contemporain de 
Melle, France (30th of June to 23rd of September) 
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- This could be a monumental entrance. The light 
indicates we should keep going, even if we don’t 
know where we’re heading… A forgotten veil lightly 
hides and slightly reveals. Apparently inanimate 
objects, suspended in time, seem to have gained 
life. I could stay here for hours watching the wind 
dance… !

- Annoying pieces of transparent plastic with digital 
prints. On Maman, with powdered milk, I l**e them 
because they seem innocent. !

- It is a slight ripple that orchestrates space. So 
fragile. It’s not exactly a minimal dance, it grows with 
you. You are expected to act. !

- This character, Défense tactile, is obsessed with 
transparency. She wears an invisible dress an gives 
lubricant to people. She really believes that it will 
make them more conscious. !

- I remember a quote, it was Milan Kundera in The 
Unbearable Lightness of Being: “Seeing is limited by 
two borders: strong light, which blinds, and total 
darkness”. !

- Like a kind of old drag queen, shiny under the 
spotlight. !

- Through a practice that oversteps the limits of 
sculpture, installation and process, we can address 
new issues. It’s a trap, we are surrounded by 
dichotomies: liquidity/materiality, organic/synthetic, 
grotesque/delicate… The artificiality of glitters is 
obvious, but then I smell syrup, I hear water 
dripping, we can feel the air passing through. It 
invites us to look up.  Do you know that usually we 
don’t have time to perceive this kind of things? !

- They all are hyper sensitive membranes, if you touch 
them, you stain them, if you move around, they slow 
motion you. They exacerbate the tiny movements 
going unnoticed. !

- I wonder if all this plastic is just a camouflage. It 
seems like you’re going back to those safe places, 
pursuing the memory of a comforting past. !

- Intrusive! !
- I want to completely dissolve myself, to be water, 

liquid, empty. Vazamento. !
- Le nom français pour tout ça aurait été Coulures de 

nuit. 


